Emerging from the ‘COVID Cocoon’

“So if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation: everything old has passed away;
see, everything has become new!” (2 Corinthians 5:17)

A WELL-BEING Perspective
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A WELL-BEING Perspective
Hello my name is Annette Craven. My background is Psychology and Education,
particularly Special Education and Leadership in Education. Before I retired I was a
Head of Junior School in a Rec to Year 12 Christian College for 8 years.
What I will be discussing in this short video is the amazing opportunity we have as a
community and as an individual to make positive changes and look at things in a
different way. How we can embrace and keep some of the inspirational stuff that has
been going on that will enhance our well being in the future. How can we do this?
Firstly, I want to make a COVID plea to the people in authority (governments):- Please
don’t fully open Worship Centres just yet because it is my belief and others that we
are only just getting started on a journey. And this journey is one of discovery.
What is exciting, during these difficult times, I believe many of us have started to
pray more. We’ve started to care more. We’ve started to get to know our neighbours
more and started to love them as ourselves more. We have extracted ourselves from
the busyness of life. Are we willing to go back there from the simplicity we are
enjoying now? Geoff and I are enjoying having picnic teas down near the beach
where we not only have a million-dollar view but also we the most spectacular
sunsets.
Are we starting to realise that Church is not just about a Sunday Service? I hope we
are seeing it’s about connecting with God and connecting with each other. It’s about
going one step forward and being equipped for ministry. Is it time to consider our
mission involvement? Do we have the right balance between local and overseas? It’s
really amazing what we’ve missed out on and is hugely exciting what we now have
within our grasp.
Many of us are learning to worship when no one is looking, to pray and read the Bible
more, to sing and not care how we sound (because no one can hear us anyway). We
are learning more about loneliness, isolation, soul food, nourishing the soul and
mental health issues. Many of these things we haven’t really considered before. We
have certainly gained more knowledge in the area of technology. Zoom meetings
have been a fantastic way to connect and have discussions and meetings.
We are becoming more innovative and creative in the ways we are sharing our story
and caring far more and taking the responsibility of being Christ’s hands and feet.
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We are now in our neighbourhoods caring about people we had barely spoken to
before, forming hopefully lasting relationships. Realising how important families and
looking at new ways of connecting with them.
Prince William, made a plea, the other week;- to please give people opportunities “to
talk about the real stuff” and for people to have the chance to say “I have had a really
bad day”.
We have been forced out of our routines, and it is such a good and positive thing for
our well being, to be out of our comfort zone far more. Times have changed and we
need to too. We can look on this as a sort of a circuit breaker we needed, to make
those changes in ourselves, our Churches and our Communities.
We are just starting to get it, just starting to redesign it, just starting to re-imagine,
and just finding again what we once were, maybe?
If our dependency on the Worship service could be limited for just a few more weeks
we may even depend on God more than ever.
I say again there is no need to fully open our Worship Centres just yet, because we
don’t want to miss what God is teaching us in these difficult times. And I am sure He
is trying to teach us many things (God would not miss an opportunity).
He has certainly been teaching me a few things with much pushing and prodding and
simplicity is one. I believe we look on this time as a gift, a time to discover talents
that were perhaps buried deep. We should not be in a hurry to go back to ‘normal’
And finally an interesting fact, whenever the Governments of the world have put
restrictions on the Church, it grows faster than ever before. I don’t believe God ever
intended us to cease growth during the hard times; He wanted us to use these times
to grow as people and as a Community.
Reflection/Discussion Questions
1. Is this a time to rethink the future –individually, as a church community?
2. Is this a time to think about your values ... what and who is important to you?
3. Do you feel sometimes your life is out of balance? If you do, try and think of one
thing you could do right this moment which aligns with your values.
4. What is our dependence on God?
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Further Reading
 Right Time to Rethink the Future. Dr Elizabeth Westrupp, Clinical Psychologist
and Senior Psychological Lecturer at Melbourne’s Deakin University.
 Sharing our story (https:www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdE28hr—eO&t=7s)
 Andrew Scarborough Church Culture Coronavirus Conversations

About the Presenter
My background is Psychology and Education, particularly Special Education and
Leadership in Education. I have a B.A. (Psychology), Dip. Ed, B.Spec. Ed. and a M.Spec.
Ed. Before I retired I was a Head of Junior School in a Reception to Year 12 Christian
College for 8 years.
I have spent most of my working life teaching children – Primary and Secondary. As a
Special Education teacher I had the privilege and pleasure of assisting children of all
ages with learning difficulties for over 30 years. I also coordinated Gifted and
Talented programs and had a number of years in Educational leadership in Christian
Schools.
I have been involved in the Uniting Church for most of my life. I am currently
Chairperson of Church Council at Seacliff Uniting Church. Wellbeing in both children
and adults has been a passion that I have been involved in for many years.
In Christian Service,
Annette Craven
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